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WeedEater Disassembly and Cleaning Guide

This is a step by step guide to disassembling and cleaning your WeedEater so 

that its always functional and looking great. 

  Before we begin, we have a small number of tools that you may find 

handy when getting through this process. Here are the tools we recommend 

and links to a popular hardware store where you can find them:

- Adjustable Wrenches

- Fine Sanding Pad

 

 From time to time you may experience some difficulty in disassembling 

your WeedEater head after prolonged use. This phenomenon is caused by the 

buildup of resin vapor in the threaded areas of the unit. This will cause the two 

parts to become “glued” together. 

 The below image shows the trajectory of the vapor, it shows how it con-

sistently delivers this residue into the threaded section.

 This is not uncommon if the device has been given its intended use. It is 

worth noting that when initially assembling your WeedEater, you should never 

have to overtighten the parts. Finger tight is more than acceptable.



 

FOLLOW THESE STEPS

Heating up the unit will loosen the reclaim and therefore will make it easier to  

unscrew each part. Remember to always use caution when handling hot met-

al parts.

Turn your PID on and set temperature to 150F for 5 - 10 minutes. 



Using some rags, try to unscrew the diffuser from the head nut by hand. If 

this attempt fails, go to the next step. 

The WeedEater has been designed with wrench flats to provide more lever-

age when disassembling it. 

Use adjustable wrenches (1 1/4” opening) to break the resin seal.



The wrenches should provide enough force to unscrew both parts from 

eachother. 

Once you have followed all these steps, soak all the parts in hot ISO alcohol 

for an hour followed by a hot bath of water and dish soap. Then wipe down 

thoroughly.

If you see any stains caused by resin on your device, grab a scotch-brite pad 

and refinish your piece to the factory brushed finish.

Lastly, give it one last last wash and rinse with water and dish soap. The Wee-

dEater should be as good as new and ready for your next session!


